Immunoinformatics, antigenicity epitopes prediction in the solute carrier family 11 of the natural resistance associated macrophage protein 1 (nramp) related with brucellosis in cattle

Abstract

Brucellosis is a highly contagious zoonotic disease occurring in humans and various species of domesticated and wild animals including cattle. As a common knowledge, the antigen is a heavy weight molecule that induces an immune system to produce antibodies against it. This study focused on antigenic epitopes binding prediction of antibodies that produced from the B–cells in cattle against Brucellosis disease, by depending on two major methods schools and compared between them. Firstly, the theory assumed that antigenic sites on proteins have the hydrophobic residues which coined.1 Secondly, the assumption that came in contrast form the other which mentioned, that antigenic regions are primarily hydrophilic regions at the surface of the protein molecule, claimed.2 The results of the antigenicity epitopes prediction in the solute carrier family 11 of the natural resistance–associated macrophage protein 1 (NRAMP) related with Brucellosis in cattle. The multiple sequence alignment of six breeds that show resistance against the diseases a highly similarities in proteins sequences by providing identity score 542/548 (98.9%), similarity score 547/548 (99.8%) and gaps score 0/548 (0.0%). Additionally, the higher summation frequencies score for the amino acids which have Hydrophobic properties (A, F, D, I, L, M, P, V, and W) that count 340/548 a.a. and the frequency scored 0.620 and the lower for the amino acids which have Hydrophilic (C, N, Q, S, T, and Y) count 133/548 a.a. with frequency score 0.243, with the remaining 75/548 a.a. and frequency 0.137 which have not hydrophobic or hydrophilic physiochemical properties. Moreover, a significant superiority results in favor of the first theory.1
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Introduction

Brucellosis is responsible for enormous economic losses as well as considerable human morbidity in endemic areas. The bacteria infects animals such as swine, cattle, goat, sheep, and dogs. Humans can become infected indirectly through contact with infected animals or by animal products consumption. Brucellosis occurs worldwide, but it is well controlled in most developed countries. The disease is rare in industrialized nations because of routine screening of domestic livestock and animal vaccination programmers.4 Clinical disease is still common in the Middle East, Asia, Africa, South and Central America. This review article aims to describe the prevalence of brucellosis in some countries these data are available around different regions of the world, and risk factors associated infections according to regression models.5,6 There are two species of bacterial pathogens that recorded cause brucellosis disease in cattle. Firstly, the (Brucella abortus) with genome size 3,264,306 base pairs divided into two unequal size chromosomes (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/?term=Brucella+abortus). The whole genome that downloaded from Gen Bank of the National Center of Biotechnology and Information (NCBI), within accession numbers NC_007617.1 and NC_007624.1 for chromosome I and II respectively.5,6 Secondly, the (Brucella melitensis) and its genome size 3,294,931 base pairs also divide into two unequal size chromosomes (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/?term=Brucella+melitensis). The NCBI accession numbers of whole–genome chromosome I and II are NC_003317.1 and NC_003318.1 respectively.7 predicting the antigenic sites on proteins is of major importance for the production of synthetic artificial peptide vaccines and peptide probes of antibody structure. Many predictive methods, based on various assumptions about the nature of the antigenic response have been proposed and tested. This review will discuss the principles underlying the different approaches to predicting antigenic sites and will attempt to answer the question of how well they work. As a review of Kolaskar & Tongaonkar method which coined in 1990. Analysis of data from experimentally determined antigenic sites on proteins has revealed that the hydrophobic residues Cys, Z, XU, and Val if they occur on the surface of a protein, are more likely to be a part of antigenic sites. A semi–empirical method which makes use of physiochemical properties of amino acid residues and their frequencies of occurrence in experimentally known segmental epitopes was developed to predict antigenic determinants on proteins. Application of this method to a large number of proteins has shown that our method can predict antigenic determinants with about 75% accuracy which is better than most of the known.8 In another hand, the welling method for antigenicity prediction in 1985 came in contrast. Prediction of antigenic regions in a protein will be helpful for a rational approach to the synthesis of peptides which may elicit antibodies reactive with the intact protein. Earlier methods are based
on the assumption that antigenic regions are primarily hydrophilic regions at the surface of the protein molecule. The method presented here is based on the amino acid composition of known antigenic regions in 20 proteins which is compared with that of 314 proteins Sequences and Structure. Antigenicity values were derived from the differences between the two datasets. The method was applied to bovine ribonuclease, the B–subunit of cholera toxin and herpes simplex virus type 1 glycoprotein D. There was a good correlation between the predicted regions and previously determined antigenic regions. The most important point of this study is starting from scratch depending on a row data from the trusty and proved sources like NCBI. All of sequences and programs that mentioned before were examined by EMBoss web servers then decided to choose the protein sequences that produced as antibodies by the B–cell which associated with Brucellosis resistance in cattle.

**Material and methods**

In this research depended mainly on the computation approach to predict the epitopes that bind with antigens depending on the results of previous researches The six protein sequences that produced by the six genes as indicated in Table 1, have same sequences with difference in one or two amino acids that have not affected to make any change in functionality, which appeared in superfamily breeds of cattle that show a significant resistance against Brucellosis disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein’s accession number</th>
<th>DNA’s accession number</th>
<th>DNA’s accession number</th>
<th>DNA’s references</th>
<th>Protein’s references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NP_777077</td>
<td>*AC_000159</td>
<td>(Hedges, Kinnmel, Snyder, Jerome &amp; Jutila, 2013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ABF61463</td>
<td>DQ493965</td>
<td>*(Martinez et al, 2008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ABM81484</td>
<td>DQ488779</td>
<td>*(Schutta et al, 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ALC78257</td>
<td>KR002419</td>
<td>*(Zhang et al, 2015)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ALC78259</td>
<td>KR002421</td>
<td>*(Shi et al, 2015)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The sources of database**

As a Bioinformatics investigation in genomics and proteomics that associated with Brucellosis in cattle must be looking for both inside the pathogen which causes brucellosis disease and the animal that infected with. Also searching inside the database of the genes that related with producing the antibody to provide the disease’s resistance against brucellosis in cattle as demonstrated in Table 1. The most proved name and symbol is Solute Carrier Family 11 (SLC11A1) (https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot; https://www.OMIM.org/entry/), also known as Natural Resistance–Associated Macrophage Protein (NRAMP). The actual location of the gene is (10714929–107125854) within this accession number which refers to the chromosome II in Bos taurus breed Hereford. **unpublished** as a research paper. Equally important, get downloaded the natural resistance–associated macrophage protein 1, which translated from the SLC11A1 gene. As indicated in Table 1, the accession numbers resource pools of researchers that worked on this protein and proved in the laboratory, also worth to mention that all these sources of protein share same sequences and size 548 amino acids.

**Computation approach**

All packages of applications that used in this study are freely available for academic users and were compiled and/or under the Gnu/Linux operating system. The core applications used for deriving the antigenicities are in the European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite EMBoss Stable released version 6.6.0, which is a free open source software analysis package specially developed for the needs of the molecular biology and Bioinformatics user community (https://emboss.sourceforge.net/apps/). Mainly, there are three programs that used under EMBoss. Additionally, the codes of these applications are tested, converted and developed to serve this research specifically like adding the welling method 1985 that have not before with other functions by compiling applying all codes by using Perl programming language (version 5.22.1). Firstly, the EMMA program, which designed for Multiple sequence alignment (Clustal W wrapper) by calculate the multiple alignment of nucleic acid or protein sequences according to the method of the usage of program by the command line order (% Emma) then paste the sequence in FASTA format. This is an interface to the Clustal W distribution. Secondly, the antigenic program for epitopes binding prediction and used by (% antigenic, is an interface to the Clustal W distribution. Secondly, the antigenic program for epitopes binding prediction and used by (% antigenic, has revealed that the hydrophobic residues Cys, Leu and Val if they occur on the surface of a protein, are more likely to be a part of antigenic sites (http://emboss.open-bio.org/rel/dev/apps/antigenic.html). The method of Kolarsk and Tongaonkar also the welling method are applied to predict antigenic determinants in proteins is semi–empirical and makes use of physiochemical properties of amino acid residues and their frequencies of occurrence in experimentally known segmental epitopes.

Thirdly, the PLOTCON program Sequence conservation is calculated for windows of a specified length over the alignment. Within a window, the similarity of any one position is taken to be the average of all the possible pairwise substitution scores of the bases or residues at that position. The pairwise substitution scores are taken from the specified similarity matrix. The average of the position similarities within the window is plotted. Which depended on applying some results from ClustalW with a mathematical equation like (sequence weighting, matrix comparison table, number of sequences in the alignment and window size) within blocks substitution matrix. The application usage by main code of command line is (% plotcon–format MSF globins.msf–graph cps). Furthermore, using the (GNU PSPP) and Gnumeric Spreadsheet 1.12.9 programs for statistical analysis of sampled data and display plots. Also, they are a Free replacement for the proprietary program SPSS and appears very similar to it with a few exceptions. To display the plots of antigenicity chart also to apply the basic calculations of amino acids physiochemical properties for protein’s Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic through the sequence (https://www.gnumeric.org/software/pspp/). These sequences stored as XML files which contain the FASTA format to use as an input data. The terminal in Linux help to apply for the programs though it by typing the codes

related with running the programs then paste the sequences to get the results saved specific folder within special format.25

**Result and discussion**

**The multiple sequence alignment**

The results of multiple sequence alignment by ClustalW wrapper between the six protein sequences which have same amino acid size number (548 a.a.) with substitution in one or two amino acids for each sequence. Provide identity score 542/548 (98.9%), similarity score 547/548 (99.8%) and gaps score 0/548 (0.0%). The reason behind these high scores is the similar number of amino acids that cause no gaps because the gaps designed to produce same strings length after alignment, also the law value of substitutions to generate these values. Furthermore, the sequence alignment leads to similarity plot as demonstrated in Figure 1, the plot Presents highest Similarity scores between the six proteins sequences for each residue of 10→20 amino acids. Moreover the highest scores recorded for 2.0 and more of the string positions (120→130; 170→180; 220→240; 410→430 and 520→550) also the highest results ever was in position 220→260; on the other hand the lowest similarity that scores recorded was 1.0 in the position 210→218 but shown higher than the main of expect. The Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic estimation is related to the two different schools in Immunoinformatics. Firstly, the method of declared the antigenic sites on proteins has revealed that the hydrophobic residues.1,26,27 Secondly, welling method in 1985, assumed that antigenic regions are primarily hydrophilic regions at the surface of the protein molecule.28 The results of hydrophobic and hydrophilic estimation depend on to calculate the amino acids physiochemical properties. Figure 2, evince he amino acids frequencies distributions, shows the higher summation frequencies score for the amino acids which have Hydrophobic properties (A, F, G, I, L, M, P, V, and W) that count 340/548 a.a. and the frequency scored 0.620 and the lower for the amino acids which have Hydrophilic (C, N, Q, S, T, and Y) count 133/548 a.a. with frequency score 0.243, with the remaining 75/548 a.a. and frequency 0.137 which have not hydrophobic or hydrophilic physiochemical properties. The antigenic epitopes binding prediction Because of the high similarity of the six protein sequences, the results of the antigenic epitopes binding prediction came in same for all over the six sequences. Thus, Table 2 illustrates the results with avoiding the repetition and indicated in sort from higher to lower score, also declare the position of an amino acid within a maximum score. The sequences of residues represented the peptides of epitopes that recognize and bind with the antigen of the bacterial pathogen which cause the Brucellosis in cattle as in the Figure 3, shown as a linearly interpolate between multi-dimensional points display as a comparison between method of versus welling method in 1985. The antigenicity plot starts with 0.0 score in the middle of vertical line and the score raise in two directions, up positively and down negatively; the positive results indicate the present to be a part of antigenic sites. by applying the converted amino acids sequence to numerical scores represent the antigenic prediction for every single position within GNU PSPP program to show a significant supremacy and confidence with the method of which display in black line which stays in the top score for all residues except one position 260→270.1 Similarly, many types of research are a concert with these results.29 The blue linear represent the plot results with the.27 The black linear the plot results.29

**Figure 1** The plot presents high similarity between the six proteins sequences.

**Figure 2** The amino acids frequencies distribution.

**Figure 3** The antigenicity plot for epitopes binding prediction.
Table 2 The antigenic epitopes binding prediction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Maximum score position</th>
<th>Residue</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.243</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>458−&gt;536</td>
<td>NGLVSKVITSSIMVLAYYPSLHPAYFSLVALAAAYLGLTYLVVCTCITQGATLLAHSSHQRFYGL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.219</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>118−&gt;145</td>
<td>LGEVCHLYYPVRILLWTLIELAVGOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.205</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>80−&gt;116</td>
<td>QAGAVAGFKALLWATVLGLCQLRAALGVTGK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.202</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>118−&gt;145</td>
<td>LGEVCHLYYPVRILLWTLIELAVGOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.201</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>424−&gt;447</td>
<td>LNDLLNLQSSLLPFAVLPILTFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.191</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>168−&gt;187</td>
<td>WGGVLITVVDFFFLFLDNY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>395−&gt;418</td>
<td>GLTTYLVWTCLITQGATLLAHSSHQRFLYGL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.168</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>189−&gt;264</td>
<td>LRLKEAFFGLTIMALTFGYEVVQAQQAGGLQLGLFLPSCPGCG-QPELLQAVGIAGIMPHNYLHSSKLVRK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.164</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>279−&gt;308</td>
<td>MYFLIEATIALSVSFILNFVMAVGQAFY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.126</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>150−&gt;165</td>
<td>VIGTAIAFSILLSAGRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>316−&gt;331</td>
<td>FNICADSSLHDYAPIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.092</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>64−&gt;70</td>
<td>LMSIAFL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37−&gt;43</td>
<td>SEKIPIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.054</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17−&gt;29</td>
<td>SISSPSPEPQA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>384−&gt;391</td>
<td>MEGFLKLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52−&gt;58</td>
<td>LRKLWAF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

The main aim behind prediction of antigenic epitopes is to find the maximum probability of potential peptides residues could recognize and bind with the antigen, which is become very handy to design drugs and looking for increasing the number of animals that have the ability to produce this protein of the natural resistance-associated macrophage protein 1 (NRAMP) related with Brucellosis in Cattle.
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